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We investigate the effects of metal dopants on BiFeO3 (BFO) by first-principles calculations. Sub-
stitutional doping in oxide materials is often complicated by the formation of defects that interfere
with, dominate, or otherwise change the effects of the introduced dopant. As a result, extracting
correct conclusions and working principles experimentally requires extensive characterization of the
material properties, which is not easily accessible. We solve this problem by an extensive model
study of the changes that are introduced in the crystal, electronic, and magnetic structure of BFO,
focusing on substitutional doping in an otherwise ideal crystal. We examine a large number of
candidate elements. From our results, trends can be established within rows and groups of the
periodic table. We predict the preferred doping site (Bi or Fe substitution) and oxidation state
for each dopant and provide an in-depth understanding of the structural and electronic changes
that are introduced upon doping. From this, we are able to divide the periodic table into direct
p-dopants, n-dopants, and isovalent cases. For the latter, understanding the valence configuration
and the band structure of the doped systems enables to distinguish between isovalent dopants that
can enable p-type, n-type, or no doping. A comparison of the resulting acceptor and donor states
provides insight into the performance of such dopants and, together with defect formation energies,
enables ranking all candidates and identification of optimal dopants.

I. INTRODUCTION

BiFeO3 (BFO) has been intensively studied over the
last decades. It has high Curie (TC = 1123 K) and Néel
temperatures (TN = 643 K) and, therefore, is both fer-
roelectric and antiferromagnetic at room temperature.[1]
Due to this multiferroic behavior, it is seen as a promis-
ing future material for oxide memory devices.[2] Materi-
als such as BFO are of great general interest in the rich
field of oxide electronics that could enable more evolved
functionality beyond Boolean computing, up to adaptive
functionality.[3] In order to realize oxide electronics, pn-
junctions are vital. BFO has the perovskite (ABO3)
structure, with Bi+3 and Fe+3 cations on the A- and
B-site, respectively. Enveloping the cations, O2- anions
form FeO6 octahedra and BiO12 cuboctahedra. In prin-
ciple, both cations can be substituted by other metals.
For example, introducing a dopant atom M in oxidation
state i = 2y

x , substituting Bi+3 in an A-site, can generally
be described via

Bi+3
A +

1

x
MxOy −→

1

2
Bi2O3 +M+i

A +

(
i− 3

4

)
O2 + (3− i)h+ , (1)

and an analogous expression for Fe+3 substitution in a B-
site. Thus, depending on i, substitutional doping results
in (3 − i) charge carriers and electron (e−) doping (n-
type), hole (h+) doping (p-type), or isovalent doping:
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i :


> 3 ; (3− i)e− ; n-doping

= 3 ; (isovalent)

< 3 ; (3− i)h+ ; p-doping

(2)

However, doping experiments in oxide materials are of-
ten complicated by the formation or presence of other
defects. For example, oxygen vacancies create n-type
doping, turning even BFO p-type doped with Ca+2 to
an n-type material.[4] On the other hand, cation vacan-

cies (v
′′′

Bi/Fe) create p-type doping.[5] Thus, controlling

the defect chemistry in doped oxides is vital; otherwise,
the effects of defects will overlay, alter, or completely
change the desired effects of substitutional doping. For
example, this can be seen in a study that discusses the
alloying of BFO with Bi0.5K0.5TiO3 where no effect of
the two dopants (K+ and Ti+4) is observed.[6] Instead,
a change between n and p doping is attributed to the
presence of oxygen and bismuth vacancies, respectively.
As a result, p-type doping by substitutional cation dop-
ing is challenging and has so far only been reported for
Ca+2[4] and Ba+2.[7] The accurate control and determi-
nation of chemical composition in oxides is challenging,
especially for cations. In addition, since defect-rich ma-
terials are prone to low conductivity, crystalline oxides
that are altered via substitutional doping (but otherwise
defect free) are the target materials that are likely to be
best suited for oxide electronic applications. Therefore,
we provide a model study for such well-controlled sys-
tems, discussing the effects of many metal dopants on
both the A- and B-site in otherwise defect-free BFO.
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FIG. 1. Periodic table of metallic elements (including Ge)
without lanthanoids and actinoids. Elements that have been
considered as dopants in BFO are marked A (red) or B (blue
and white stripes) according to their preferred doping site.
Although we provide a rather comprehensive list of previous
works, the cited references are by no means complete, and
studies that include more than one dopant were not listed for
each element. For elements where different oxidation states
were reported previously, a range is given.

A huge number of doping studies have already been
carried out in BFO (see references in Fig. 1). In fact,
nowadays, dopant studies can be found that almost span
the entire periodic table. The presence of oxygen va-
cancies in most experimental samples, however, led most
researchers to focus on doping as a tool to reduce the re-
sulting leakage currents in undoped BFO. As a result, the
detailed mechanisms and effects of defect-induced trans-
port are not often studied, and most transport studies
focus on intrinsic defects.[5] Therefore, and due to the
sheer amount of (mostly) isolated studies on single (or
small selections of) dopants that were conducted in a
trial and error fashion (Fig. 1), guidance via theoretical
studies and a fundamental understanding of the effects
introduced by substitutional metal doping appears to be
overdue, in order to inform and guide materials design.
Herein, we fill this void by considering a very broad set
of metals. Since p-type doping by cations has been more
challenging in the past, with only few successful exper-
imental protocols[4, 7, 43] due to the omnipresence of
oxygen vacancies in experimental samples, we focus espe-
cially on metals that have a chance to form M+i cations
with i < 3. Nevertheless, we also consider i ≥ 3 iso- and
aliovalent dopants in order to discuss all possible doping
effects. We explain in detail the effects that each cate-
gory of dopants has on the electronic structure of pris-
tine BFO. We find that doping effects indeed follow the
considerations of Eq. (2). The resulting holes or excess
electrons for i 6= 3 dopants are mainly localized on iron
centers as assessed by geometrical changes and analysis
of the electronic structure. The detailed distribution of
holes onto the surrounding ions depends on the oxidation
state i of the dopant and its lattice site. For most tran-
sition metals, we observe isovalent doping. The various
different valence d-shell configurations lead to different
electronic structures with impurity levels introduced ei-
ther as additional acceptor or donor levels in the band
gap, as partially occupied bands at the Fermi level, or
as bands that are located energetically away from the
edge states, with little influence on the electronic struc-

ture. n-dopants lead to partly-filled bands at the Fermi
level, suggesting that substitutional cation doping is not
a suitable strategy for n-doped semiconductors. A va-
riety of different dopants are thermodynamically acces-
sible for both cation lattice sites. The computed site
preference can be related to interpolated ionic radii.[54]
In addition to formation energies, the relative energetic
positions of the introduced acceptor/donor levels gives
insight into the performance of each dopant and enables
us to suggest ideal candidates for each doping type. The
differences with respect to induced magnetism, crystal
structure, and acceptor level of dopants and their doping
site provide a catalogue of BFO modifications for various
applications.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A pseudo-cubic (2×2×2) BFO cell is constructed from
a converged primitive unit cell in the R3c phase.[55]
For structural relaxation and initial electronic struc-
ture results we use density-functional theory (DFT) with
the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradi-
ent approximation (GGA),[56] as implemented in the
Quantum Espresso package [57]. Total energies are
relaxed to 3×10−7 eV/cell and crystal structures (all de-
grees of freedom, atomic positions and cell) until forces
on ions are below 0.005 eV/Å and the pressure on the unit
cell is below 0.5 kbar. Note that due to this full struc-
tural relaxationadditional, corrections in the charged cal-
culations in the spirit of 58 cannot be considered. How-
ever, for materials with large dielectric constant such as
BFO (ε′ = 54),[59] these corrections can be expected
to be small. In these calculations, core electrons are
treated by different flavors of pseudo potential schemes,
compiled in the optimized and tested Standard Solid
State Pseudopotential database.[60, 61] Wave func-
tions are expanded in a large plane–wave basis with an
energy cutoff of 1360 eV in order to guarantee converged
results without the necessity of conducting convergence
tests for each case. The Brillouin zone is sampled by a
3×3×3 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid [62]. See 63 for fur-
ther details and an assessment of the convergence of the
setup.

From this optimized cell, A- and B-site doped systems
were created by substitution of one bismuth or iron atom
with the target dopant, followed by full reoptimization of
the crystal structure. Note that in the chosen unit cell
this does not model the dilute limit. On the one hand,
this reflects the large concentration of dopants that is of-
ten found in experiments. On the other hand, this allows
us to study the induced effects at their extreme limit, en-
abling to distinguish between different dopants. At the
same time, the obtained qualitative effects and trends are
unlikely to differ drastically for smaller dopant concen-
trations. In order to confirm this, we performed test cal-
culations for Li and Cs doping in a larger (4×4×4) unit
cell (see section S1). We can show that the geometry,
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doping effect, and optical properties remain unchanged,
whereas thermal excitation and formation energies quan-
titatively depend on the defect density. The decreasing
trend of the latter suggests that attractive defect-defect
interactions may lead to clustering of defects even in di-
lute samples. Further studies are necessary to clarify
this in detail for dopants of interest. In all cases, the
G-type antiferromagnetic spin structure of Fe atoms (see
section III A) was chosen as starting point and found in
the optimized structures. Magnetic moments of other el-
ements (including dopants) were initialized to zero and
determined iteratively.

PBE predicts partially-filled bands for many dopants.
We attribute this to a prominent weakness of GGAs,
causing too small band gaps. We, therefore, rely on a
more evolved description using a fraction of (screened)
exact exchange via the HSE06 functional[64] with 25 %
Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange and a screening parame-

ter ω of 0.07 Å
−1

. These calculations were carried out
for the PBE-optimized geometries, employing the Fritz
Haber Institute ab initio molecular simulations
package.[65] In independent tests on the bulk metals as
well as elemental oxygen, we find that the “tight” pa-
rameters, with a further increase of the default basis set
to “tier2” for iron and bismuth, are required to guar-
antee accurate results with cohesive energies converged
to 0.01 eV/atom. However, the band gap of BFO is
reasonably well converged (to 0.04 eV) between this ex-
tensive protocol and the default “light” setup and ba-
sis. We, therefore, use the latter throughout this study.
Throughout the text, band structures and densities of
states (DOS) are shown for this computational setup.

For the evaluation of doping energies (see Eq. (3) be-
low), we also compute the total energies of binary oxides
for all considered dopants, choosing the oxidation state
that we find for each element as dopant in BFO (with a
few exceptions where the required oxide is not known or
unstable). We chose these as systematic reference ener-
gies over the wide range of dopants, because these binary
oxides are often used for fabricating doped oxide films.
Structures were taken from the inorganic crystal struc-
ture database[66] and fully optimized at the PBE-level
with the same setup as in the plane-wave calculations
above. Monkhorst-Pack grids for these calculations were
selected individually for each case to yield converged total
energies within 0.01 eV/atom. The setup and structure
references can be found in Table SI of the supporting
information (SI).[67]

III. RESULTS

A commonly used practice in perovskite doping is to
aim for metal ions with an appropriate ionic radius,
where appropriate is usually interpreted as being as close
as possible to the ionic radius of the ion that is going to
be replaced. On one hand, this seems straightforward; on
the other hand perovskites are known to be structurally

rather flexible, accepting tolerance factors[68] in a range
of roughly 0.75 < t < 1.[69] In the case of BFO, the
host material itself is slightly off from an ideal tolerance
factor itself. Note that we use ionic radii after Shannon
and Prewitt,[54]extrapolated to the correct coordination
numbers (see Table SII), whereas smaller values are of-
ten used for elements where an ionic radius for twelve-fold
coordination is not reported. Our analysis of ionic radii
shows that linear extrapolation to twelve-fold coordina-
tion can overestimate the resulting ionic radius by up to
8%. Therefore, the tolerance factor for BFO should be
within t=0.94-0.99. Nevertheless, we use the linear in-
terpolated values throughout, providing an upper bound
for all elements treated on the same footing. The BFO
tolerance factor smaller than one means that ion sizes
different from Fe+3 and Bi+3 are not necessarily destabi-
lizing to the structure and could, to some extent, even be
favorable. Therefore, we keep our study, at least for the
initial steps, as broad as possible, in order not to miss
possible candidates and also to be able to deduce more
general trends than possible from a more confined set of
dopants. The list of metal ions included in our study is
summarized in Fig. 2, together with the preferred substi-
tution site and oxidation state. It spans a wide range of
elements and different oxidation states. For each case, we
test at least the substitution site that is more reasonable
according to ionic radii, although in all cases where the
mismatch is not expected to be too large, both sites were
considered for completeness.

K+ Ca+2 Sc+3 Ti+4

(2–4)

V+5

(2–5)

Cr+3

(2–6)

Mn+3

(2–7)

Fe+3

(2–6)

Co+3

(2–4)

Ni+3

(2–4)

Cu+3

(1–3)
Zn+2 Ga+3 Ge+4

(2,4)

Rb+ Sr+2 Y+3 Zr+4 Nb+5 Mo+3 Tc+4 Ru+3 Rh+3 Pd+3

(1–4)

Ag+

(1–3)
Cd+2 In+3 Sn+4 Sb+3

Cs+ Ba+2 Lu+3 Hf+4 Ta+5 W+? Re+4 Os+? Ir+3 Pt+4

(2,4,5)

Au+3

(1,3,5)

Hg+2

(1,2)

Tl+3

(1,3)

Pb+2

(2,4)

Bi+3

(3,5)

Na+

Li+

Mg+2

Be+2

Al+3

A-site B-site estimate

FIG. 2. Metallic elements (including Ge and Sb). Panels of
elements (black text) considered in this study as dopants are
filled red (A) or blue (B) representing their preferred doping
site according to our DFT calculations. The intensity of the
color indicates the strength of the thermodynamic preference
toward one site. Other elements (gray text) are not treated
explicitly, but their effects can be estimated from the collected
data. The observed oxidation state as dopant in BFO is given
as superscript to each element. For elements that are known
to exist in various oxidation states, the typical range of oxi-
dation states is given in brackets below the elemental symbol.
The site preference is only indicated in the lower right corner
if it was not explicitly confirmed by computation. In these
cases, site preference is estimated from ionic radii considera-
tions and trends within the periodic table.

A. Pristine BiFeO3 and Doping

We briefly introduce BFO and its electronic properties
(Fig. 3) to set the stage for the remainder of this study.
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The perovskite structure of BFO is shown in Fig. 3 (c).
Substitutional doping is considered by replacing one A-
or B-site atom by dopant atom M , denoted as MA or
MB , respectively.

FIG. 3. Spin-polarized HSE band structure (a, blue spin up,
red spin down) and DOS (b) of pristine (undoped) BFO are
referenced here and in the following to the (numerically deter-
mined) Fermi level (EF , gray dashed line). Inset (c) shows the
perovskite structure with A-site Bi+3 (red), B-site Fe+3 (or-
ange), and O2- (blue) ions in a pseudo-cubic unit cell. Dopant
positions A′ and B′ in this cell, resulting (individually) in a
doping concentration of 12.5 %, are colored green and labeled
accordingly. Contributions to bands in DOSs are colored ac-
cording to the color of atomic species in geometry (c) through-
out, unless noted otherwise. (d) Simplified valence electron
shell configuration of one BiFeO3 unit, showing the nine oxy-
gen bands (three radial orbitals pr oriented towards the iron
center and six tangential orbitals pt perpendicular to that;
completely filled due to three additional electrons from Bi+3

and Fe+3 each) and the iron 3d valence shell for both spin
components for the example of a spin-up polarized iron cen-
ter. Schematic electron affiliation to ions is indicated by the
respective color.

Undoped BFO is a nearly direct semiconductor with
a band gap of 1.1 eV at the PBE level (in good agree-
ment with earlier results)[70]. This, of course, is an un-
derestimation, which can be corrected to give more re-
alistic, larger band gaps via a Hubbard term (reported
values of 1.3 - 1.9 eV)[71], the inclusion of (screened) ex-
act exchange (reported values of 2.1 - 3.6 eV)[72–74], or
many-body GW calculations (3.6 eV[75]). Experimen-
tally, the optical gap is observed to be of the order of
2.1 - 2.8 eV, depending on the exact reaction conditions,
phase, and film thickness.[76–82] We use the screened ex-
act exchange approach, providing a corrected electronic
structure description via the HSE functional (see com-
putational details). We obtain a slightly too large direct
band gap at the K point of 3.17 eV (Fig. 3 (a)), which is

well in between earlier results using exact exchange and
many-body theory.

The (G-type) antiferromagnetic structure has mostly
spin degenerate bands, with only small deviations ob-
served along M to S (Fig. 3 (a)). Thus, the den-
sity of states (Fig. 3 (b)) is spin up-down symmetric.
The VB region contains mostly oxygen 2p contribution.
Some iron d contribution is distributed over the range
of oxygen-dominated bands (down to ≈ 6 eV below the
Fermi level) indicating chemical bonding. However, the
majority of the partly-filled 3d5 shell of the Fe+3 cations
is located about 8 eV below the Fermi level, with alternat-
ing iron centers contributing to opposing spin channels.
The CB region is dominated by the empty fraction of the
partly-filled iron d orbitals. Thus, the region around the
Fermi level is dominated by the BO6 octahedra, with lit-
tle contribution from the A-site cations, in line with the
expected electronic structure for a transition-metal per-
ovskite. The main results of the DOS are summarized
schematically (without taking orbital hybridization into
account correctly for simplicity) in Fig. 3 (d), showing
the valence electron filling for one BiFeO3 unit with nine
valence oxygen 2p orbitals (split into six pt and three pr
states) and the iron 3d shell (split into eg and t2g states)
for both spin components. The oxygen 2p levels are filled
by the respective oxygen valence electrons (blue) as well
as three electrons from the two +3 cations (red and or-
gane). The remaining BiFeO3 units yield analogous dia-
grams for iron centers that are spin up (down) polarized
(spin up polarization is shown in Fig. 3 (d)). Since every
iron center has a magnetic moment of about 4µB, half of
an electron schematically occupies the unoccupied frac-
tion of the iron d states. These kinds of diagrams will be
used to summarize the effects of substitutional doping in
the following, supplementing the discussed DOS.

In the following, we present results for doped BFO, fo-
cusing on the preferred doping site and the induced elec-
tronic effect. Throughout the text, the energy of doping
according to Eq. (1) is evaluated by[5, 83, 84]

Edoping,q(MBi/Fe) = E(BFO@MBi/Fe,q) + µ(Bi/Fe)

− E(BFOq)− µ(M) + q(εVBE + E
′

F ) ,
(3)

with the energies of pristine BFO (E(BFOq)) and
BFO substitutionally doped with one metal ion M
in a lattice site A=Bi or B=Fe and charge state q
(E(BFO@MBi/Feq

)). εVBE and E
′

F are the energy of the

VBE of the undoped system at the HSE level and the de-
fect energy level, which is a parameter tuned within the
band gap to account for different conditions and to deter-
mine when a specific defect state becomes filled. Due to
the many considered dopants, we chose q = 0 throughout
our study, but analyze the influence of the charged state
for alkali and alkali-earth metal dopants. As references,
we chose binary oxides for each cation, computing the
chemical potentials for metals µ(M) according to
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µ(M) = [E(MxOy)− yµ(O)] /x , (4)

with the required oxygen reference obtained from

µ(O) = [E(O2)− Ecorr] /2 . (5)

The correction term for µ(O) was determined to cor-
rect for the known inherent overbinding of GGA meth-
ods for O2[85] in order to reproduce the experimental
O2 atomization energy of 5.17 eV.[86] The required cor-
rection term was evaluated to be 1.02 eV, in agreement
with similar procedures.[32, 87] As mentioned above, we
are interested here in model systems that do not interact
with other defects.

B. Alkali Metals

We start our discussion for neutral defects q = 0. Re-
placing a Bi+3 A-site or a Fe+3 B-site ion by any al-
kali metal results in a band structure with two acceptor
bands in the band gap. Representative band structures
and DOS are shown in Fig. 4 for the cases of lithium
and cesium doping in their preferred lattice sites. For a
comparison with the other alkali metals, see Fig. S1. For
doping on either site, acceptor bands are created in one
spin channel, which exclusively exhibit BFO band char-
acter. Just like undoped BFO, the VB and CB regions
are dominated by oxygen and iron bands, respectively,
and the alkali-metal dopant character is located further
away from the Fermi level.

The emergence of these acceptor bands can be ex-
plained by the formation of a dopant in oxidation state
+1 (M+) and the creation of two holes (Eq. (2)). Since
alkali-metal dopants can only provide one valence elec-
tron, two oxygen states at the valence band edge (VBE)
would be unoccupied in the doped BFO unit (Fig. 4 (g)).
Interestingly, we observe that these hole states are local-
ized on iron centers in the BiFeO3 units that are sur-
rounding the defect, leading to the observed acceptor
states with mixed iron and oxygen character. The de-
tailed mechanism of this charge redistribution differs for
the two doping sites in the number of FeO6 octahedra
that are involved: For B-site substitution (Fig. 4 (b, c)),
two iron centers (black) adjacent to the dopant contribute
to the acceptor states, whereas only one iron center is in-
volved in the case of A-site substitution (Fig. 4 (e, f)).
Besides the observed changes in the DOSs, we also ob-
serve this charge depletion by investigating the FeO6 oc-
tahedra. The octahedral volumes of the iron centers that
constitute the acceptor states are reduced. This suggests
the oxidation of the corresponding Fe+3 cations to higher
oxidation states. Furthermore, Mulliken and Bader[88]
charge analysis reveals that electron density is reduced
on the six oxygen atoms of the respective FeO6 octahe-
dra compared to other oxygen atoms and the undoped

case. Such a combined reduction of Bader charges of ox-
idized metal centres and their oxygen surrounding has
been observed previously.[89] These findings are in line
with the mixed iron and oxygen character of the emerging
acceptor bands.

FIG. 4. Band structure, DOS, and structure for Li+B (a - c)
and Cs+A (d - f) doped BFO. Atoms are represented as blue
(O), red (Bi), green (dopant M+i), orange (Fe with spin-down
magnetization), purple (Fe with spin-up magnetization), and
black (Fe with spin-up magnetization with reduced electron
charge) spheres, respectively. Contributions to states in the
DOS are colored accordingly. Changes in the DOS for the
oxidized iron center compared to the other iron centers of the
same magnetization are indicated by black arrows. In both
cases, two acceptor bands with FeO6 band character emerge,
indicating Fe oxidation. Besides the direct doping effect in the
spin channel opposite to the incorporated dopant, an indirect
effect is observed for the CBs of the same iron centers in the
other spin channel. Bands arising in the band gap due to the
direct or the indirect effect are marked by an asterisk (*) or a
plus sign (+), respectively. Scheme (g) indicates the doping
effect for alkali-metal M+

B substitution: the d shell is absent
and two holes are formed in the BiMO3 unit, which are filled
by two neighboring BiFeO3 units.

In addition to the discussed depopulation of two for-
mer VBs (direct doping effect) in one spin channel, we
also observe a change in the iron dominated CBs in the
other spin channel. The empty bands of oxidized BiFeO3

units appear in the band gap, below the CB that is dom-
inated by the other iron centers. This change can be
attributed to the increased attraction of energy levels by
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the oxidized iron core, due to the reduced screening of
the positive charge for iron in higher oxidation states. In
summary, this means that holes are created in the FeO6

octahedra rather than on the dopant or its surrounding
oxygens for all alkali-metals. This is because the partly-
filled iron 3d levels (and the oxygen 2p states) are ener-
getically close to the VBE, whereas filled core-level states
of alkali-metal M+ ions are located at much lower ener-
gies. This leads to the depletion of charge in one FeO6

octahedron and the formal oxidation of one Fe+3 to Fe+5

for A-site doping and two Fe+3 to Fe+4 for B-site dop-
ing, yielding similar acceptor bands with iron and oxygen
character for both cases.

Overall, A- and B-site substitution yield similar elec-
tronic structures. The doped electronic structures are
not spin-symmetric, due to the different effects on iron
and oxygen states in both spin-channels. However, this is
an artifact of modeling one dopant per unit cell, i.e., we
observe antiferromagnetic structures when two dopants
replace spin-inequivalent ions in the unit cell. The mag-
netic moment that is introduced by alkali-metal dopants
depends on the doping site. On the one hand, this might
appear straightforward, since introducing an M+ defect
with zero magnetic moment replaces either another non-
magnetic element (bismuth on the A-site) or a magnetic
iron center with a magnetic moment of roughly 4µB (B-
site substitution). The effects are, however, complicated
by the oxidation state of the dopant and the observed
oxidation of iron centers. For A-site substitution, remov-
ing two electrons from a single iron center reduces its
magnetic moment, leading overall to a magnetization of
2µB per unit cell. This is different for B-site substitu-
tion, where a dopant replaces one magnetic iron center
in one spin channel, leading to a magnetization of the
cell. As a result, iron oxidation leads to the removal of
two electrons from iron centers that are spin polarized in
the opposite direction and overall a magnetic moment of
3µB is observed per unit cell (see also discussion below).
This demonstrates that the substitution site plays an im-
portant role and that if a maximal magnetic moment is
required by a target application, B-site substitution is
preferable for alkali-metal dopants.

Separation and width of the two types of emerging
states within the band gap (depopulated former VBs and
downshifted CBs) depend on the dopant atom. A small
increase of the band gap from 2.91 to 2.99 eV, accom-
panied by a lifting of the acceptor bands from 1.45 eV
above the VBE to 1.61 eV, is observed along Na+ to Rb+

(see Fig. S1), indicating that smaller ions lead to shal-
lower acceptor levels. Comparing lithium substitution
on the A-site with the B-site, the acceptor level is raised
by 0.13 eV for iron substitution. Thus, in terms of the
doping effect, A-site substitution seems to be preferable.
This again demonstrates the importance of the substitu-
tional site. The latter can be potentially controlled by
the choice of experimental growth conditions if the site
preference is not too large, as is the case for Li+ (see
below).

We now discuss the site preference for alkali-metal sub-
stitution in BFO, comparing DFT results with estimates
from ionic radii (Tab. I). Since B-site doping forms a
M+O6 octahedron, this structure is unlikely for the gen-
erally large +1 cations and, in case of the alkali metals,
limited to Li+. All larger alkali metals thermodynami-
cally favor A-site substitution, and for Li the B-site pref-
erence is small. We find that the preferred adsorption site
can be predicted by ionic radii, with Li+ as only alkali
metal favoring B-site substitution and Na+ already being
too large, favoring the A-site. However, relative energy
differences are not monotonically related to size. Due
to the changes in iron oxidation states and accompanied
FeO6 octahedral volumes, doping energies do not quite
follow trends that would be deduced from ionic radii. For
example, Na+ would exhibit the smallest deviation from
any host cation (only −0.06 Å smaller than Bi+3), but
K+

Bi has the lowest doping energy, due to the best balance
of ion size, required structural changes due to iron center
oxidation, and electronic effects. Therefore, relying solely
on ionic radii when choosing ideal doping candidates is
not a sufficient strategy, but further analysis, e.g., based
on first-principles calculations is required. Incorporation
of alkali metals into BFO from binary oxides is gener-
ally thermodynamically favorable. Na, K, and Rb are
fairly close in energy and are energetically favorable by
≈0.7 eV over Li and Cs, indicating that the latter are too
small and too large for the A-site, respectively. Never-
theless, A-site substitution in BFO seems to be possible
for a quite large range of ionic radii from 1.53 – 1.86 Å.
Interestingly, the difference between Cs and Bi (0.43 Å)
is a factor of four larger than the difference between Li
and Fe (0.11 Å), both yielding, however, almost identical
doping energies. This indicates that larger cations are
tolerated more easily on the A-site. This again shows
the importance of first-principles calculations and can be
rationalized with a tolerance factor below one for the
pristine material, i.e., the fact that Bi+3 ions are slightly
too small.

Compared to the discussed p doped limit for q = 0,
considering charged systems allows to model situations
where electrons are exchanged with a bath. For exam-
ple, in the case of p-type doping, q = −1 (q = −2)
corresponds to a situation in which one (two) acceptor
band(s) are occupied, and the oxidation of iron centers
becomes obsolete. The doping energies for alkali metals
with varying q are compared in Fig. S2 for the more favor-
able adsorbtion site. Except for Li+B , all cases show that
q = 0 is the thermodynamic favorable structure in the p-
type doping limit E

′

F = 0. Na, K, and Rb show a direct

transition to q = −2 at ≈ E
′

F = 1 eV. For Li, q = −1
is stabilized and the transition from q = −1 to q = −2
is located in the CB. This appears to be an interesting
consequence from the different oxidation mechanism of
iron centers for B-site substitution. Analogous findings
are also found for alkali-earth metal cases Be and Ba.

Since we are mostly interested in the respective doping
type limit of each dopant, we proceed with discussing
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q = 0 for all cases, noting that B-site substitution may
favor a charged state of q = −1.

M+i Edoping(MA)/eV Edoping(MB)/eV
Li+ -1.25 -1.36
Na+ -2.15 -1.54
K+ -2.34 -1.17
Rb+ -2.04 -0.22
Cs+ -1.37 0.09
Ag+ -0.67 -0.23
Be+2 0.82 0.37
Mg+2 0.17 -0.08
Ca+2 -0.91 -0.10
Sr+2 -1.28 -0.01
Ba+2 -1.37 0.56
Zn+2 0.02 0.02
Cd+2 -0.24 0.04
Hg+2 0.17 —
Pb+2 -0.43 —
Sc+3 0.82 0.64
Cr+3 2.08 0.35
Mn+3 0.55 0.35
Co+3† 0.23 -0.84
Ni+3 0.72 0.16
Cu+3 0.25 0.12
Pd+3† 0.51 0.45
Au+3 1.82 —
Tl+3 0.46 1.10
Ti+4 2.73 1.72
Zr+4 2.58 2.41
Pt+4 1.87 1.73
Ge+4 2.39 1.84
Sn+4 2.34 2.10
V+5 4.07 3.11

TABLE I. Doping energies as defined in Eq. (3) for A- and
B-site substitution of the tested dopants. † The respective
binary oxide is not stable or well studied. CoO and PdO
were used as reference instead.

C. Alkaline-earth Metals

The observed doping effect for alkaline-earth metals is
similar to the alkali metals, but only one acceptor band
is observed instead of two. This can be explained by a
different oxidation state of +2, with M+2 alkaline-earth
metal dopants contributing two electrons to the VBs, i.e.,
only one hole is introduced. We show the electronic struc-
ture of Mg- and Ca-doped BFO in Fig. 5 (see Fig. S2 for
a comparison with the other alkaline-earth metal doped
cases). Again, no contribution of the dopant orbitals is
observed in the acceptor band, i.e., it has mixed iron and
oxygen character. This means, similar to alkali-metals,
holes are not localized in the low-lying valence orbitals
of alkaline-earth metal +2 dopants, but lead to a depop-
ulation of one BFO VB, which can be attributed to a
neighboring BiFeO3 unit. This can be interpreted as the
oxidation of one Fe+3 center to Fe+4. As a secondary
effect, bands from the oxidized iron center are shifted

below the CBE in the other spin channel. In line with
having only introduced one hole, this effect is less pro-
nounced compared to M+ alkali-metal defects, leading to
a smaller stabilization of the unoccupied iron states and
a larger distance to the doping-induced acceptor states.
The localization of the introduced hole is again in line
with structural changes and charge density analysis. The
oxygen octahedron of the oxidized iron center is smaller
and the charge density is decreased at the respective oxy-
gen atoms. Comparing A- and B-site substitution, the
acceptor band generally shows larger band dispersion for
A-site doping.

FIG. 5. Band structure and DOS for Mg+2
B (a, b) and Ca+2

A

(c, d), respectively. In both cases, an acceptor band emerges
due to the introduced hole doping, leading to the depopula-
tion of one VB with mixed oxygen and iron character located
at a neighboring FeO6 octahedron. The observed charge de-
pletion can be interpreted as iron oxidation to Fe+4, which
is accompanied by the stabilization of iron states below the
CBE. Similar to alkali-metal doping, no contribution of the
dopant is found in the vicinity of the band gap. (e) Schematic
valence orbital filling for B-site substitution, displaying the
doped BiMO3 and the oxidized neighboring BiFeO3 unit.

Comparing the energetic positions of the acceptor lev-
els, we again observe a small destabilization of the accep-
tor level for larger ions from periods three to five. As for
alkali metals, elements from periods two and six deviate
from this trend, showing a stabilization of the acceptor
band for barium and a destabilization for beryllium dop-
ing. Mg+2 results in the shallowest acceptor level of all
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tested materials. Compared to alkali-metal doping, the
introduced acceptor levels are stabilized by roughly 1 eV,
allowing for efficient p-type doping via thermal excita-
tion, in line with the reports on successful p-doping of
BFO by Ca+2.[4, 90] Our results suggest, however, that
magnesium and barium can provide even better p-doping.

The magnetic moment introduced per dopant atom
again depends on the substitutional site. On the A-site,
the resulting magnetic moment is reduced compared to
alkali metals to a magnetic moment per cell of 1µB. B-
site substitution by an alkaline-earth metal, however, cre-
ates a much larger magnetic moment of 4µB.

Energetically, B-site formation becomes more favor-
able due to the smaller ion size of M+2 compared to M+

ions. Consequently, Be+2 strongly favors B-site substi-
tution and even Mg+2 from the third period is favorable
in the B-site, in line with predicted ionic radii differences
(Table SII) and resulting smaller M+2O6 octahedra com-
pared to M+ doping. Thus, the transition to favor the
A-site occurs one period later compared to alkali met-
als, with Ca+2 being almost of the same size as Na+.
Doping energies also closely follow this trend of ionic
radii. Generally, dopant formation becomes thermody-
namically more stable with decreasing mismatch between
ionic radii of the dopants and either Fe+3 or Bi+3 ions
(see discussion below). However, this trend is not always
fulfilled: while Ba+2 is too large for the A-site and Sr+2

would fit almost perfectly, Ba+2 is energetically favored.

Comparing alkaline-earth with alkali-metal dopants,
doping energies are overall reduced, the latter being sta-
bilized by up to ≈1.6 eV per dopant. This trend, how-
ever, decreases for increasing periods, and doping with
elements of the sixth period (Ba+2 and Cs+) is isoener-
getic. The general trend of preferring M+ over M+2 indi-
cates a tendency to form holes in this material. However,
the evaluated doping energies are also dependent on the
chosen oxide references, which are generally more stable
in higher oxidation states. These energetic effects com-
pete with size effects, since the larger alkali M+ ions have
optimal ion sizes in different periods than alkaline-earth
M+2 ions. For example, while Li+ is 0.09 Å too large for
the B-site, Be+2 is 0.2 Å too small. In line with previ-
ous observations, the large energy difference of 1.73 eV
in favor of Li+ substitution indicates that ions that are
too large for a lattice site are energetically favorable over
ions that are too small, but also suggests an additional
electronic effect.

In summary, this means that alkaline-earth metal dop-
ing is favorable over alkali-metal doping in terms of p-
doping efficiency due to shallower doping levels and also
if one seeks to generate large magnetic moments. The for-
mation of alkaline-earth metal defects, however, is ther-
modynamically less favorable. Nevertheless, all dopants
should be feasible to be introduced into BFO (Be+2 in
the stabilized q = −1 state). Ba+2 and particularly
Mg+2 have shallower acceptor levels than Ca+2 and, thus,
should be able to yield enhanced p doping.

D. Transition Metals

Transition metals span a wide range of oxidation states
and different d-shell configurations, leading to a variety
of effects on the electronic structure.

1. First Row

FIG. 6. Band structure, DOS, and schematic filling of the
valence shell for Sc+3

B (a - c), Ti+4
B (d - f), and V+4.5

B (g -
i), respectively. Different d-shell configurations and effects on
the electronic structure are observed. Sc+3: Empty d-shell,
i.e., no impurity state in the band gap. Ti+4: One excess
electron is localized on one neighboring BiFeO3 unit, in order
to keep an empty titanium d shell, leading to n doping. V+4.5:
Similar to Ti+4. The additional electron leads to an occupied
impurity level above the VBE, in addition to the observed
n doping. This d electron appears to be partly located on
surrounding BiFeO3 units, leading to a fractional oxidation
state for this metallic system (see text for details).

The effects of first-row transition metal doping in BFO
are collected in Figs. 6 to 8. Many of the transition metals
are known to exist in a variety of oxidation states (Fig. 2),
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and some researchers have examined multiple oxidation
states as BFO dopant (see Fig. 1). This demonstrates
that the correct valence shell filling cannot be easily de-
duced from simple electron counting arguments but re-
quires in-depth analysis. Despite the fact that an integer
oxidation state cannot always be assigned based on stan-
dard methods that rely on projecting the electron density
onto a set of localized orbitals or a Bader analysis,[91]
our calculations allow to assign oxidation states clearly
to most transition metals. Cases with a partial filling of
bands at the Fermi level can be assigned to a fractional
oxidation state.

Scandium adopts oxidation state +3 (Fig. 6 (a-c)), in
order to fill the oxygen-dominated VBs. Its empty d
shell is observed roughly 6 eV above the CBE, i.e., no
defect levels contribute to the edge states, resulting in a
band structure very similar to undoped BFO. Titanium
also empties its valence d shell, leading to an oxidation
state of +4 (Fig. 6 (d-f)). The excess electron occupies
iron bands at the CBE, i.e., we observe n-type doping.
This is also in line with structural changes and a charge
density analysis. The Ti+4O6 octahedron is considerably
smaller than the Sc+3O6 octahedron. In addition, FeO6

octahedra are enlarged in order to accommodate the ex-
cess electron, which is also confirmed by an increase of
electron density on the oxygen atoms. In contrast to the
discussed localization of holes above, this excess electron
appears to be distributed over three FeO6 octahedra, in-
dicating a fractional reduction of the respective iron cen-
ters rather than a clear reduction of a single iron center
towards Fe+2. This is in line with the downshift of three
iron CBs toward the Fermi level. Overall, titanium dop-
ing leads to a metallic system with one filled CB and two
additional bands very close to the Fermi level (one partly
filled, see Fig. S4). Hence, despite successful n-type dop-
ing, titanium substitution promotes a semiconductor to
metal transition undesirable for the envisioned semicon-
ductor devices.

The band structure and DOS for vanadium doping
(Fig. 6 (g-i)) are similar to the Ti+4 case. However, we
observe one defect state above the VBE, indicating that
some charge remains in the vanadium 3d shell. Compar-
ing the structural changes, VO6 is smaller than Ti+4O6,
and larger FeO6 octahedra are observed for vanadium
doping. Together this suggests a higher oxidation state
for vanadium, with only fractional occupation of one im-
purity d state. This is in line with the band structure,
that shows a much larger filling of the partially-filled sec-
ond CB at the Fermi edge compared to Ti+4 (Fig. S4).
This can be explained by the known tendency of tran-
sition metals to form d0 over d1 configurations.[92] In
summary, our data suggest an oxidation state between
+4 and +5 for vanadium dopants.

FIG. 7. Band structure, DOS, and schematic filling of the
valence shell for Cr+3

B (a - c), Mn+3
B (d - f), and Co+3

B (g - i),
respectively. Different d-shell configurations and effects on the
electronic structure are observed. Cr+3: d3 configuration with
impurity levels above the VBE. Mn+3: Fractional occupation
of d orbitals, due to the stability of a d5 configuration. This
leads to a partly-filled impurity level at the Fermi level. Co+3:
Low-spin d6 configuration, with no impurity acceptor or donor
states.

Vanadium is the first of the first-row transition metals
that exhibits dopant d band contribution to filled states
around the Fermi level. From group six on, all tran-
sition metals have a partly-filled d shell, impacting the
electronic and magnetic structure. Chromium is a M+3

dopant, with d3 configuration (Fig. 7 (a-c)). The occu-
pied impurity d states are located above the VBE, en-
abling very weak n doping. Otherwise, the electronic
structure of pristine BFO is mainly retained. We also
do not observe noticeable changes in the FeO6 octahedra
or oxygen oxidation states, in line with isovalent doping.
The additional valence electron of manganese leads to a
mostly filled d shell in one spin channel, with a partly
occupied impurity state at the Fermi level (Fig. 7 (d-f)).
This means that the tendency to form a stable d5 con-
figuration leads to an oxidation state of about +3 and a
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high-spin d4 configuration. Cobalt is also observed in an
oxidation state of +3 (Fig. 7 (g-i)). Therefore, the result-
ing band structure is comparable to the other isovalent
cases Sc+3 and Cr+3. The different d-shell configura-
tion leads to a mostly spin-symmetric DOS, suggesting a
low-spin d6 configuration, in line with a very small CoO6

volume.

FIG. 8. Band structure, DOS, and schematic filling of the
valence shell for Ni+3

B (a - c), Cu+3
B (d - f), and Zn+2

A (g - i),
respectively. Different d-shell configurations and effects on the
electronic structure are observed. Ni+3: Three acceptor bands
in the band gap, which can be attributed to empty nickel d
orbitals, enabling hole conduction. Cu+3: Similar to nickel
with one additional electron occupying the dopant d shell.
Two impurity bands in the band gap that can act as acceptor
bands for hole doping. Zn+2: Filled d shell resulting in one
hole, located at a neighboring BiFeO3 unit. The resulting
oxidation of the iron center is similar to alkaline-earth metal
doping.

For nickel (Fig. 8 (a-c)), we observe three bands above
the VB with defect character in one spin channel. They
are located in the band gap above the Fermi level, form-
ing rather deep, mid-gap impurity acceptor states. Such
states are unsuitable for thermal excitation as the car-

rier concentration for the latter is proportional to ∝
e−(∆εA)/kBT , requiring the separation between the va-
lence band energy and the acceptor band ∆εA to be of the
order of (a few) kBT .[93] However, they could be promis-
ing for optical applications. All oxygen-dominated VBs
are filled, suggesting a Ni+3 ion with d7 valence-shell con-
figuration. Compared to alkali and alkaline-earth metal
dopants, the doping effect is significantly different. Ac-
ceptor bands do not emerge due to hole formation in
VBs from BiFeO3 units, but are impurity states. Conse-
quently, no oxidation of iron centers is observed. Since
the acceptor states also have oxygen character due to
band hybridization, we observe charge depletion for the
oxygen atoms surrounding the nickel defect, similar to
what is observed in the oxygen surrounding of oxidized
iron centers. Copper (Fig. 8 (d-f)) behaves similarly to
Ni+3 and is also observed in oxidation state +3. Copper d
contribution to unoccupied bands is only found in the two
acceptor levels that are observed in the band gap. This
indicates a d8 configuration, in line with the additional
electron compared to Ni+3. Cu+3 substitution is also ac-
companied by empty mid-gap impurity states above the
VBE. As for nickel, band mixing of the impurity states
with oxygen orbitals leads to an observable charge deple-
tion of MO6 oxygen ions. We observe just one acceptor
band in the band gap of zinc-doped BFO (Fig. 8 (g)).
This band has mixed iron and oxygen character, whereas
all dopant d bands are observed to be filled and spin
paired below the oxygen-dominated VBs. In contrast to
iron and other transition-metal dopants, no zinc 3d hy-
bridization with the oxygen VBs is observed. This indi-
cates a filled d10 configuration for zinc (Fig. 8 (h,i)), i.e.,
zinc in an oxidation state of +2. Consequently, a hole is
introduced, leading to the observed acceptor band. Simi-
lar to alkaline-earth metal doping, this hole is located on
a neighboring BiFeO3 unit. This means that the accep-
tor band has mixed iron and oxygen, character, and we
observe the oxidation of one iron center to Fe+4 as above
(reduced octahedron volume, charge depletion at oxygen
atoms, and downshift of the respective iron bands below
the CBE).

All first-row transition state metals but Zn+2 prefer
B-site substitution, in line with their ionic radii similar
to Fe+3. Thermodynamically, doping is unfavorable for
transition metals in higher oxidation states. This is in
line with the large band gap of BFO, since n doping re-
quires the (fractional) filling of the CBE.

To sum up the first row of the transition metals, d
block elements favor stable d-shell configurations. This
means d0 for groups III to V (note that group V, i.e.,
vanadium, is not completely obeying this rule, according
to our discussion above) and d10 for group XII. The other
transition elements adopt the most stable configurations
they can, trying to completely or half-fill the t2g or eg
subsets. This means d3 for group VI, d4 for VII (note
again the fractional occupation for manganese), d6 for a
low-spin configuration in group IX, d7 for group X, and
d8 for group XI. Only group XII (Zn+2) behaves similarly
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to groups I and II p-type doping. Groups X and XI are
isovalent dopants that introduce deep acceptor impurity
levels within the band gap. Other transition metals are
isovalent dopants with no or very weak doping effects or
direct n-type dopants that result in fractional occupation
of the iron CBs. As such, they cause a semiconductor to
metal transition.

2. Second Row

We now turn our discussion to the second row of transi-
tion metals. Comparing titanium with zirconium doping
(Fig. S5), very similar electronic structures are observed,
i.e., n-type doping with occupied iron CBs due to a +4
oxidation state of the dopant. In line with estimated tol-
erance factors from ionic radii, we observe that Zr+4 also
favors the B-site. Due to the identical behavior of group
IIII metals, we expect other second-row transition metals
to behave analogously to their group member of the first
transition metal row, since most corresponding elements
of the first and second rows are found in the same oxi-
dation states. Thus, yttrium through rhodium are likely
to form small ions in high oxidation states that prefer
the B-site (except Y+3) and that lead to isovalent and
metallic n-type dopants analogously to the first row ele-
ments. Therefore, we focus on group X to XII elements,
i.e., Pd through Cd.

Despite a recent report that suggests an oxidation state
of +2 for palladium defects in BFO,[42] we observe palla-
dium in an oxidation state of +3, similar to Ni+3. Here,
however, we observe two acceptor bands and one addi-
tional occupied band above the former VBE (Fig. 9 (a)).
The DOS in Fig. 9 (b) shows that palladium d character
is found in both acceptor levels and in the iron-dominated
CBE. This suggests a low-spin d7 configuration, in con-
trast to the high-spin result of Ni+3 (Fig. 9 (c)). The
oxygen contributions to the unoccupied defect bands lead
again to an observable charge depletion at oxygen atoms
of the MO6 octahedron. Pd+3 also prefers B-site substi-
tution. However, the mismatch of ionic radii with Fe+3

is larger compared to Cu+3 and, therefore, Pd+3 substi-
tution is thermodynamically less favorable.

The silver-doped band structure (Fig. 9 (d)) appears
similar to the Cu+3 case, with two acceptor levels in
the band gap that have comparable band dispersion as
for copper. However, on close inspection of the DOS
(Fig. 9 (e)), we find significant differences. The acceptor
bands have mixed iron and oxygen character and no silver
contribution is observed in any unoccupied band close to
the CBE. This suggests a different d-shell configuration
of d10 (Fig. 9 (c)). This is confirmed by closely inspect-
ing contributions to bands from group XI elements (see
Fig. S6). We find only s and p contributions to unoc-
cupied bands for silver, whereas copper and gold exhibit
distinct d character in the two acceptor levels.

FIG. 9. Band structure, DOS, and schematic filling of the va-
lence shell for Pd+3

B (a - c), Ag+
A (d - f), and Cd+2

A (g - i), re-
spectively. Pd+3: Dopant d character is found in three empty
states. In contrast to Ni+3, some d band character is found in
the iron-dominated CBE, leading to only two visible accep-
tor impurity states in the band gap region. In addition, one
occupied defect state is observed above the VBE. Ag+: Dif-
ferent oxidation state compared to Cu+3, despite similarities
in the band structure. Therefore, d10 configuration leading to
two holes that are localized on two neighboring BiFeO3 units
analogously to alkali metal doping. Cd+2: Filled d10 shell,
even lower than for Zn+2. The different localization of the
hole leads to a partly unoccupied oxygen band at the VBE.

The d10 configuration of silver suggests a different oxi-
dation state of +1, compared to Cu+3. As evident by the
DOS, the two holes are not localized in the AgFeO3 unit,
but on two neighboring BiFeO3 units instead. This is in
perfect agreement with the observed decrease of the size
of one FeO6 octahedron and accompanied electron deple-
tion of the respective oxygen atoms. In other words, we
observe iron center oxidation and effects on the electronic
structure identical to the case of alkali-metal dopants at
the A-site. Consequently, this is again accompanied by
a down shift of iron bands below the CBE. We observe
A-site preference for Ag+ substitution, in line with the
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large ionic radius of Ag+. Compared to the alkali metal
of similar size (Rb+), the thermodynamic preference for
A-site substitutional doping is reduced by more than a
factor of two (−0.67 eV vs. −2.04 eV), which can be at-
tributed to the much higher electronegativity of silver
compared to alkali metals.

Differences are observed comparing the band struc-
tures of group XII dopants zinc and cadmium (Fig. 9 (g)).
Instead of an acceptor level in the band gap, a partly-
filled band is observed at the Fermi level in the case
of cadmium. The DOS in Fig. 9 (h) shows symmetric,
deep cadmium d bands, indicating a d10 configuration,
as for Zn+2 (Fig. 9 (i)). The resulting hole, however, is
located in the CdFeO3 unit rather than a neighboring
BiFeO3 unit, leading to the depopulation of the oxygen-
dominated VBE. This is in line with a partial depletion
of charge from the oxygen atoms of the CdO12 cubocta-
hedron that have the smallest bonding distances to the
Cd+2 ion. In summary, this means that, despite the in-
troduction of a hole, cadmium doping does not lead to a
p-doped semiconductor, due to the different location of
the hole compared to other M+2 dopants. The increased
ionic radius of Cd+2 compared to Zn+2 results in a clear
preference for A-site substitution. Finally, we also treat
the third row of transition metals (sixth period) analo-
gously to the second row. The obtained results are in
line with the first- and second-row transition metals and
the data can be found in the SI (see Fig. S7 and the
corresponding discussion).

In summary, all M+i dopants with dm, 0 < m < 10,
dopant d bands contribute to impurity bands around the
Fermi level. These can either act as additional donor
levels below the Fermi level, additional acceptor levels
above the Fermi level, or as partly-filled states at the
Fermi level. As a result, we find isovalent dopants that
tune the band gap suitable for optical applications (Ni+3,
Cu+3, Pd+3, and Au+3). These mid-gap levels differ in
band character compared to the defect levels induced by
M+ and M+2 defects. The subset of transition metals
that we find to be n-type dopants all promote a semicon-
ductor to metal transition unsuitable for semiconductor
devices.

Transition-metal defects with d0 and d10 configuration
do not contribute to edge states. In the case of d10 met-
als, this leads to a hole. This can either results in iron
center oxidation analogously to alkali and earth-alkali
metal doping (Zn+2 and Ag+) or a metallic system with
partly occupied oxygen CB (Cd+2 and Hg+2).

In terms of formation energies, only Ag+, Co+3, and
Cd+2 are thermodynamically favorable for the investi-
gated limiting case of q = 0. Generally, doping ener-
gies are reduced compared to alkaline-earth metals with
similar ionic radii (Mg+2 – Ca+2). On the one hand,
this is in line with the trend of thermodynamically fa-
voring dopants in lower oxidation states (alkali metals
vs. alkaline-earth metals). However, even Ag+ is less
favorable compared to alkali metals of similar size. In
conjunction with the fact that doping effects are pre-

dicted to be non existing, resulting in metallic systems,
or being less efficient than alkaline-earth metal doping,
transition-metal doping appears to be less suitable for
semiconductor devices.

E. Group XIII

From group XIII elements, only thallium is known to
stabilize M+i cations with i < 3, whereas aluminum, gal-
lium, and indium are likely to form M+3 ions.[94] The
band structure of thallium-doped BFO in Fig. 10 (a)
shows two deep acceptor levels in the band gap. The
DOS (Fig. 10 (b)) reveals that these bands are domi-
nated by thallium 6s character. This is in line with a
Tl+3 cation, with filled, deep d shell and empty valence s
and p shells. An oxidation state of +3 and the observed
impurity levels are also likely to occur for the other group
XIII metals. In terms of site preference, only Tl+3 is large
enough to prefer A-site substitution. Compared to isova-
lent transition-metal doping, Tl+3

A doping does not intro-
duce a magnetic moment and results in a spin-symmetric
DOS.

FIG. 10. Band structure (a), DOS (b), and schematic filling of
the valence shell (c) for Tl+3

A . Two defect bands with thallium
6s character are observed in the band gap.

F. Group XIV

Group XIV elements are known to have stable +2 oxi-
dation states. Therefore, we test the doping of BFO with
germanium through lead. A comparison can be found
in Fig. S8. Tin and germanium show partly occupied
CBs that can be attributed to the iron-dominated CBE.
This means that they are n-dopants in an oxidation state
of about +4, and the resulting small ions prefer B-site
substitution. The effect of lead substitution is shown in
Fig. 11(a-c). In contrast to the lighter elements of this
group, we observe an acceptor band, which has mixed
iron and oxygen contribution. We also observe a mostly
spin up-down symmetric DOS, with lead s character con-
tributing to bands 8 eV below the Fermi level. This sug-
gests a 5d106s26p0 filling, i.e., a Pb+2 ion. Thus, in com-
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parison to Tl+3, the Pb valence s shell is filled and only
the 6p bands are depopulated. The oxidation state of +2
leads to a hole, which is localized on BiFeO3 units in the
vicinity of the dopant similar to alkali and alkaline-earth
metals.

FIG. 11. Band structure (a), DOS (b), and schematic filling
of the valence shell (c) for Pb+2

A . The +2 oxidation state leads
to a low-lying, filled valence 6s shell (the energetically even
lower valence d shell is not displayed). The resulting hole is
filled by neighboring BiFeO3 units, leading to the observed
acceptor band with mixed oxygen and iron character.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Electronic Effects

For alkali and alkaline-earth metals we find oxidation
states of +1 and +2, respectively. Consequently, we ob-
tain desired p-type doped semiconductors with one and
two holes in the BFO band structure. In the neutral state
valid for the p-type limit for most cases, these holes are
located in BiFeO3 units adjacent to the dopant, which
leads to smaller volumes and charge depletion in the re-
spective FeO6 octahedra, i.e., the oxidation of iron cen-
ters. Only a few other cases exhibit such a direct p-type
doping effect, namely Zn+2, Ag+, and Pb+2. Alterna-
tively, the hole can also be localized at the defect site.
This is observed for the heavy elements of group XII
(Cd+2 and Hg+2). Due to the stabilized and deep va-
lence (d) shell in these two cases, the hole is located at
the oxygen neighbors of the dopant, leading to a frac-
tional filling of the oxygen-dominated VBE, i.e., a semi-
conductor to metal transition. Most transition metals
adopt a +3 oxidation state and this completely fills the
oxygen VBs. The insight from electronic-structure cal-
culations is especially important for these dopants, in
order to assign the different d-shell configurations cor-
rectly and to investigate the resulting different effects on
the electronic structure. Transition-metal dopants show
a clear tendency toward stable d-shell configurations, i.e.,
d0 (groups III-V) and d10 (group XII). This leads to n-
doping for group IIII and V metals, with excess electrons

mainly localized on neighboring FeO6 octahedra. Conse-
quently, opposite changes compared to p-doped cases are
observed in the respective FeO6 octahedra, showing ac-
cumulation of additional charge and increased octahedral
volume. Transition-metal defects of groups VII through
XI (except silver) introduce deep impurity levels in the
band gap region, which enables band gap tuning for op-
tical applications. These can be filled impurity donor
levels (group VI), or impurity acceptor levels (groups X
and XI). Furthermore, fractional occupation of d orbitals
can lead to metallic behavior (group VII). Group XIII
elements also form +3 ions, donating valence s and p
electrons to the oxygen VBs. For Tl+3, we observe un-
occupied deep acceptor states. Similarly, group XIV el-
ements donate s and p electrons, yielding +4 oxidation
states and n-doping. Lead, however, behaves differently,
keeping a filled valence s shell, resulting in aM+2 dopant.
In summary, M+i dopants with i < 3 are the expected p-
type dopants and enable (with few exceptions) semicon-
ductors with holes as majority carriers. Isovalent cases
are unlikely to contribute to (thermally excited) conduc-
tion, but can introduce deep impurity states in the band
gap. n-type doping via substitutional cation doping ap-
pears less promising, because the nature of the doped
band structure significantly differs from the p-doped case.
While p-type doping introduces one or a few acceptor lev-
els close to the VBE, the manifold of iron d bands at the
CBE leads to fractional occupation and a metallic system
for n-type doping. Thus, although oxygen vacancies are
undesirable as their control is not straightforward under
experimental conditions, they could be beneficial or even
required for efficient electron transport. In addition, we
find that substitution reactions are thermodynamically
unfavorable for most isovalent and direct n-dopants. This
means that their successful incorporation in experiments
suggests the presence or formation of secondary defects.

B. Site Preference

Once the correct oxidation states are assigned, the site
preference between A- and B-site substitution in BFO
can be reliably estimated from differences in the ionic
radii between targeted host and dopant ions. We want
to stress, however, that the correct oxidation state can-
not always be guessed from simple electron counting con-
siderations. Especially for transition metals, but also for
other groups, elements are known to stabilize multiple ox-
idation states (e.g., group XIV), and here first-principles
calculations are a valuable tool. The resulting predictions
from DFT and ionic radii are compared in Fig. 12. We
take into account that misfits in the larger A-site should
lead to a smaller energy penalty, by scaling the ionic radii
difference for the A-site by the idealized Bi/Fe–O bond

length difference of
√

2 (which does not change the quali-
tative prediction for any case but Lu). By this procedure,
only Pd+3 is not predicted correctly by ionic radii, which
is, however, one of the cases where the site preference
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is negligibly small. However, the detailed ordering of the
site preference energies cannot be predicted reliably from
ionic radii and requires first-principles calculations.

FIG. 12. Site preference for substitutional doping in BFO
according to ionic radii (purple) and DFT energies (green).
Negative and positive values represent A- and B-site prefer-
ence, respectively.

Highly oxidized cations in oxidation states of +3 and
above prefer the B-site for most of the periodic table un-
til the sixth period, i.e., up to cations that are almost
as large as Bi+3 itself. For lower oxidation states, B-site
preference is limited to a few very light elements (Li, Be,
and Mg). However, the fact that metals in low oxidation
states can favor the B-site at all might be surprising and
against common perception, e.g., the (small) B-site pref-

erence of Li+. All other M+i dopants with i < 3 prefer
A-site substitution.

C. Structural Changes

Substitutional doping also promotes various structural
changes (see Table SIII). On the one hand, there is the di-
rect effect of substituting ions of different sizes. This ex-
plains nicely trends of different dopants within one group,
e.g., the linear increase of the lattice volume from Li+A to

Cs+
A doping. Also, some trends among periods can be

understood based on different ionic radii, e.g., the fact
that alkaline-earth metal +2 doping results in a smaller
lattice compared to alkali metal +1 doping within the
same period. On the other hand, there are secondary
effects due to oxidation (p-type doping) or reduction (n-
type doping) of iron centers that significantly change the
oxygen octahedra. As a result, the observed lattice re-
laxation cannot be directly deduced from ionic radii dif-
ferences. For example, Na+ exhibits the smallest mis-
match of all alkali metals on the A-site, however, K+

and Rb+ show smaller deviation from the pristine lattice
volume (and, thus, more favorable doping energies). This
is in line with the oxidation of iron and the resulting de-
creased spatial requirements of the FeO6 octahedra. The
lattice relaxations show very different behavior. Some
dopant cases show uniform expansion/compression along
all three lattice vectors (e.g., alkaline-earth metals on the
A-site). Other cases are asymmetrically distorted. This
is mainly observed for misfits that are unlikely to exist
(e.g., beryllium and dopants in the unfavorable substi-
tution site), but is to a smaller extent also observed for
other cases. These kinds of structural distortions could
potentially promote phase transitions or enhance ferro-
electric properties. In that regard, alkaline-earth metals,
Zn, Pd, Pt, Pb, Li+B , and Cd+2

B doping are interesting for
future studies.

D. Magnetic Effects

Replacing ions can also introduce magnetism into anti-
ferromagnetic BFO (see Table SIV). Similar to the struc-
tural changes, there are two effects that have to be taken
into account. A direct effect naturally occurs when re-
moving a magnetic iron center, leaving the surrounding
ions with a magnetic moment opposite to the one of the
removed iron atom. Although each iron in BFO has a
magnetic moment of approximately 4µB , we find that its
removal generally induces a total magnetisation of 5µB

per cell, in line with the d5 configuration of iron (e.g.,

µ(BFO-Sc
+3

B ) = 5). Depending on the valence shell con-
figuration of the dopant, the latter may have its own
magnetization, which typically aligns with the antiferro-
magnetic spin structure of the iron sites, reducing the

maximally induced magnetism (e.g., µ(BFO-Cr
+3

B ) = 2).
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For all aliovalent dopants, the difference in oxidation
state must also be taken into account, since the oxida-
tion/reduction of iron centers generally leads to a reduc-
tion of the introduced magnetism. In summary, the mag-
netism introduced per dopant by substitutional doping
on the B-site in BFO is given by µ = 5−|µ(M+i

B )|−|3−i|.
When replacing a non-magnetic Bi+3 in the A-site, sub-
stitution alone does not introduce any magnetism. How-
ever, the two effects discussed above (magnetism of the
dopant and difference in oxidation state) apply, i.e., the
magnetic moment induced by A-site substitution is given
by µ = |µ(M+i

A )|+ |3− i|. The different possibilities with
respect of doping site and oxidation state allow to tune
the magnetism that is introduced for each doping type.
p-type doping can be accompanied by 1µB to 4µB per
dopant. Isovalent doping was observed with resulting
magnetic moments ranging from 0µB to 5µB. Finally,
n-type doping can be accompanied by 4µB to 6µB per
dopant. Note that the discussed magnetic moments are
per dopant per unit cell, i.e., at the current stage we do
not investigate ordering effects between dopants. As we
have discussed for lithium above, the introduced mag-
netism can be quenched by dopant-dopant interactions.

E. Dopant Variety and Implications on Defective
Systems

With this study we demonstrate that the BFO per-
ovskite structure accepts many different ions, even some
that have been mostly neglected in previous studies due
to ionic radii considerations. Therefore, in addition
to well-studied dopants, we also include some dopant
elements that have not been recognized as suitable p
dopants in the field, e.g., alkali and light alkaline-earth
metals. Furthermore, we unambiguously narrow down
the candidates for p-doping in BFO to the non-metallic
i < 3 cases. Based on our results, we are confident that
whenever no p-type doping is observed in samples exclu-
sively doped with these suitable candidates, this should
be attributed to oxygen vacancies in the experimental
samples. Analogously, since n-doping seems to be ac-
companied by a semiconductor to metal transition for
substitutional dopants, n-type semiconducting samples
are related to other defects (e.g., oxygen vacancies, not
shown).

Different dopants introduce acceptor and donor states
at various energies, which are summarized in (Fig. 13).
The band gap between the oxygen-dominated VB maxi-
mum and the iron-dominated CB minimum changes only
moderately for most dopants from the undoped BFO.
However, the energetic position of the acceptor state rel-
ative to the VBE, and, therefore, the first excitation en-
ergy, differ greatly. This means that the excitation en-
ergy can be adjusted almost continuously from 0.20 eV
for Mg+2

B to 2.31 eV for Tl+3
A , which could be interesting

for sensors or photovoltaic devices. For semiconductor
doping, the distances between acceptor/donor-bands and

VB/CB, respectively, are a major factor controlling the
charge transport efficiency. To that end, p-type doping
via cation doping seems to be more promising than n-
type doping, due to the already discussed disadvantages
in the band structures of n-dopants. For p-doping, +2
dopants are preferable compared to a +1 oxidation state.
Magnesium, barium, and lead +2 should enable the most
efficient p-type dopants in that regard. While magnesium
and lead might be harder to incorporate into BFO (al-
though still being thermodynamically feasible), Ba+2 can
be easily incorporated, in line with experimental reports.

FIG. 13. Energy level comparison for the tested dopants in
their most stable substitution site. Displayed is the iron-
dominated CBE (black) as well as the maxima of the first
acceptor/donor states (green) and the optional shifted iron
states (orange) that appear below the CBE in case of iron
oxidation. All energies are given relative to the oxygen-
dominated VBE. In all cases but n-type doping or partly-filled
acceptor bands (indicated by an asterisk), the acceptor band
indicates the energy of the first electronic excitation from the
VBE.

V. CONCLUSION

We present an extensive study of substitutional dop-
ing in BFO by first-principles calculations, investigating
the effects dopants have on the electronic, crystal, and
magnetic structure of the host material. We focus on the
direct effects of controlled substitutional doping, since
such materials can be envisioned to be superior with re-
spect to transport properties compared to materials that
contain additional defects.

We show that the doping site preference can be esti-
mated from tabulated ionic radii once the correct oxi-
dation state and coordination number are taken into ac-
count. The correct oxidation state and valence shell fill-
ing of the dopant and the neighboring iron centers can-
not be reliably predicted from simple electron counting
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arguments, but requires in-depth analysis by, e.g., first-
principles calculations.

Our detailed analysis of electronic and crystal struc-
ture allows to identify the most stable substitution site
and to classify all tested dopants according to their dop-
ing type. Trends within the periodic table are recog-
nized and allow for a prediction of the preferred doping
site and the resulting doping effect for all metals. p-type
doping is demonstrated to result in holes that can be
localized differently. n-type doping can be introduced
analogously, but leads to disadvantageous band struc-
tures with partly-filled bands at the Fermi level and large
gaps below. Thus, controllable n-type doping via metal
substitution appears to be challenging and such dopants
might require or promote other defects.

Analyzing many dopants allows to create a catalog,
that can be chosen from based on formation energy, re-
sulting doping effect, relative energetic position of de-
fect states, induced magnetism, and induced structural
changes. This allows to suggest ideal candidates and
should give valuable insight into doping studies in other
host materials.

DFT energies show that many dopants can be intro-
duced into BFO starting from binary oxides, and that
BFO is a surprisingly flexible host material, allowing ions
that considerably deviate from perfect ionic radius re-
quirements. Since detailed structural effects are much
more complex than simple ionic radii considerations and
are influenced by electronic effects, first-principles calcu-
lations are required for a proper analysis of doping in
complex oxide materials.
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